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It’s a hot summer day on the farm
and all the sheep are happily eating
grass while the dogs are sleeping

under a tree. As the clock hits noon
the dogs wake up.



Bob the bulldog groans because he
doesn't want to wake up, 

“Uuuuuggggggghhhhhhhh”. Keeth the
Kelpie is up and ready while Alfie the

Australian shepherd is eating.



Now that Keeth is up and awake, he
can begin to herd the sheep. Alfie

would rather play with his favourite
ball, Jeff but he is happy to get to

work. Bob is still sleeping peacefully.



As the farmer
blows his

whistle Keeth
starts to herd
the sheep. “Alfie,
go to the left!”
calls Keeth. Bob
starts to pick
himself up and
help himself to

a drink of
water.



The sheep aren’t
going into the

barn and Keeth is
getting tired!

“Keeth I think we
are going to have
to work together

so that we can
herd all of them

into the barn.”
exclaimed Alfie.



So they did and
it was working.

Out of the
corner of Bob’s

eye, he saw
something. It

was one lonely
sheep who

seemed to be
hurt! It must

have been
bumped in all of

the chaos.



Bob yelled and yelled to
Alfie and Keeth but they
could not hear him. He

frantically ran out from
the tree “I’m coming!”
yelled Bob. In his rush
poor Bob tripped on a

rock and fell over.

KEETH ALFIE!



“Owwwwwwww” screeched Bob. He
picked himself up and dashed to Keeth!

“Keeth a sheep has been hurt,”
exclaimed Bob.



“What do you
mean?” asked
Keeth. Keeth

looked confused
as he had

already locked
up the sheep in
the barn. “No,

there's one left!”
puffed Bob,

almost
completely out

of breath.



 “I counted them
all already, 60

out of 60!” Keeth
responded in a

puzzled tone. As
the wind picked
up, he heard a

distant baaaaa-
baaaaaaa sound.
”Look, there he
is!” yelled Bob.

Baaaaaaaa



So Keeth ran to the poor sheep! ‘Are you ok?” asked Keeth.
The sheep hobbled towards Keeth to show him his leg. As
Alfie arrived he asked the sheep what happened “I tripped

on a rock and hurt my leg!”



They helped him up and carefully wrapped his leg
gently with bandages. He was feeling much better

“Thank you for helping me” the sheep whispered. “You
are so kind.”
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Oh no! KEETH has been hurt while hErding sheep!
who will help?



but soon the sheep that got hurt had came to
help KEETH!



the sheep bandaged up his leg, Keeth felt much
better.



and soon KEETH
was all better!

all thanks to the
sheep!
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All was back back
to normal on the

farm, and bob
was back sleeping

under his
favourite tree





My name is lukas. I am 11 years old and i am from Australia .
i like to play games on my iPad go swimming and i like to

read bookS.

i have written this book so people can see the importance
of bing kind and i hope this book can inspire other children

to go and be kind al the time!
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